Augmenting EMBR Virtual Human Animation System with MPEG-4 Controls for Producing ASL Facial Expressions
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1. Motivations

Our laboratory is investigating technology for automating the synthesis of animations of American Sign Language (ASL) that are linguistically accurate and support comprehension of information content. A major goal of this research is to make it easier for companies or organizations to add ASL content to websites and media. Currently, website owners must generally use videos of humans if they wish to provide ASL content, but videos are expensive to update when information must be modified. Further, the message cannot be generated automatically based on a user-query, which is needed for some applications. Having the ability to generate animations semi-automatically, from a script representation of sign-language sentence glosses, could increase information accessibility for many people who are deaf by making it more likely that sign language content would be provided online. Further, synthesis technology is an important final step in producing animations from the output of sign language machine translation systems, e.g., [1].

Synthesis software must make many choices when converting a plan for an ASL sentence into a final animation, including details of speed, timing, and transitional movements between signs. Specifically, in recent work, our laboratory has investigated the synthesis of syntactic ASL facial expressions, which co-occur with the signs performed on the hands. These types of facial expressions are used to convey whether a sentence is a question, is negated in meaning, has a topic phrase at the beginning, etc. In fact, linguists have described how a sequence of signs performed on the hands can have different meanings, depending on the syntactic facial expression that performed [8]. For instance, an ASL sentence like “MARY VISIT PARIS” (English: Mary is visiting Paris) can be negated in meaning with the addition of a Negation facial expression during the final verb phrase. As another example, it can be converted into a Yes/No question (English: Is Mary visiting Paris?) with the performance of a Yes-No-Question facial expression during the sentence.

The timing, intensity, and other variations in the performance of ASL facial expressions depend upon the length of the phrase when it co-occurs (the sequence of signs), the location of particular words during the sentence (e.g., intensity of Negation facial expression peaks during the sign NOT), and other factors [8]. Thus, it is insufficient for a synthesis system to merely play a fixed facial recording during all sentences of a particular syntactic type. So, we are studying methods for planning the timing and intensity of facial expressions, based upon the specific words in the sentence. As surveyed in [7], several SLTAT community researchers have conducted research on facial expression synthesis, e.g., interrogative questions with co-occurrence of affect [11], using clustering techniques to produce facial expressions during specific words [10], the use of motion-capture data for face animation [2], among others.

2. Features

To study facial expressions for animation synthesis, we needed an animation platform with a specific set of features:

1. The platform should provide a user-interface for specifying the movements of the character so that new signs and facial expressions can be constructed by fluent ASL signers on our research team. These animations become part of our project’s lexicon, enabling us to produce example sentences so that our animations can be tested in studies with ASL signers.

2. The virtual human platform must include the ability to specify animations of hand, arm, and body movements (ideally, with inverse kinematics and timing controls), so that we can rapidly produce those elements of the animation.

3. The platform must provide sufficiently detailed face controls so that we can create subtle variations in the face and head pose, to enable us to experiment with variations in the movement and timing of elements of the face.

4. The platform should allow the face to be controlled using a standard parameterization technique so that we can use face movement data from human signers to animate the character.

The open-source EMBR animation platform [3] already supported features 1 and 2, listed above. To provide features 3 and 4, we selected the character “Max” from this platform, and we enhanced the system with a set of face and head movement controls, following the MPEG-4 Facial Action Parameter standard [5]. Specifically, we added controls for the nose, eyes, and eyebrows of the character, which are portions of the face that are used extensively in syntactic facial expressions in ASL. The MPEG-4 standard was chosen because it is a well-defined face control formalism (thereby making any models we investigate of face animation more readily applicable to other virtual human animation research), and there are various software libraries available, e.g., [9], for automatically analyzing human face movements in a video, to produce a stream of MPEG-4 parameter values representing the detailed movements of the face over time.

Fig. 1: EMBR user-interface for controlling virtual human
Specifically, our laboratory implemented the following:

- We added facial morphs to the system for each MPEG-4 facial action parameter: Each of these parameters specifies vertical or horizontal displacements of landmark points on the human face, normalized by the facial proportions of the individual person’s face. Thus, the morph controls for the Max character’s face had to be calibrated to ensure that they numerically followed the MPEG-4 standard.
- Prior researchers have described how wrinkles that form on the forehead of a virtual human are essential to the perception of eyebrow raising in ASL animations [11]. So, we increased the granularity of the wireframe mesh of the character’s face where natural wrinkles should appear, and wrinkle formation was incorporated into the facial morphs.
- To aid in the perception of wrinkles and face movements, a lighting scheme was designed for the character (see Fig. 2).
- Our laboratory implemented software to adapt MPEG-4 recordings of a human face movement to EMBRscript, the script language supported by the EMBR platform. In this way, our laboratory can directly drive the movements of our virtual human from recordings of human ASL signers. The MPEG-4 face recordings can be produced by a variety of commercial or research face-tracking software; our laboratory has used the Visage Face Tracker [9].

At the workshop, we will demonstrate our system for constructing facial expressions using MPEG4 controls in EMBR; we will also show animation examples synthesized by the system.

3. Science

The primary goal of our implementation work has been to support our scientific agenda: to investigate models of the timing and intensity of syntactic facial expressions in ASL. As part of this work, it will be necessary for us to periodically conduct user-based studies with native ASL signers evaluating the quality of animations that we have synthesized.

As an initial test of our ability to synthesize animations of ASL with facial expressions using this new animation platform, we conducted a pilot test with 18 native ASL signers who viewed animations that were generated by our new system: full details appear in [6]. The animations displayed in the study consisted of short stories with Yes-No Question, WH-Question, and Negation facial expressions, based upon stimuli that we released to the research community in [4]. The participants answered scalar-response questions about the animation quality and comprehension questions about their information content.

In this pilot study, the participants saw animations that were driven by the recording of a human; we previously released this MPEG-4 data recording of a human ASL signer performing syntactic facial expressions in [4]. The hand movements were synthesized based on our project’s animation dictionary, which native signers in the lab have been constructing using the EMBR user-interface tool. Because the data-driven animations contained facial expressions and head movement, they utilized the skin-wrinkling, lighting design, and MPEG-4 controls of our new animation system. As compared to animations without facial expression shown as a lower baseline, participants reported that they noticed the facial expressions in the data-driven animations, and their comprehension scores were higher [6].

While this pilot study was just an initial test of the system, these results suggested that our laboratory will be able to use this augmented animation system for evaluating our on-going research on designing new methods for automatically synthesizing syntactic facial expressions of ASL. In future work, we intend to produce models for synthesizing facial expressions, instead of simply replaying human recordings.
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